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 part II. General Principles
prerogative powers were left undefined except that in Coke's
opinion proclamations could no longer increase them* The gist of
the Case of Proclamations is that the King is the Executive and his »
business the enforcement of the existing law ; his prerogative is under
the law, and Parliament can alone alter the law which the King is
to administer.1
(2) Taxation, The imposition of taxes is a matter for legislation. Inevitably tax*
ation was a major issue between the Stuart Kings and Parliament,
If the Crown could not levy taxes without the consent of Parliament,
the will of Parliament must in the long run prevail. It had been con-
ceded by the time of Edward I. that the consent of Parliament jyas
pecessary for direct taxation. The history of indirect taxation is
more complicated, but it was established by the time of the Wars of -
the Roses that parliamentary consent was required for taxes on
specific commodities. The regulation of foreign trade was, however, *
a part of the royal prerogative in relation to foreign affairs, There
was no clear distinction between the imposition of taxes by way of
customs duties and the prerogative powers in relation to foreign
trade. There was a conflict of authorities* Parliament was feeling its
strength and each side appealed to the law to decide what was really
a political issue that had lain dormant so long as Tudor Kings worked
in harmony with Parliament, "If it was no part of the Tudor theory
of government that emergency powers should be used for the raising
of revenue, neither was it a bonfl fide use of the power of the purse to
attempt to remove foreign policy or the defence of the realm from
the hands of the Crown." a
Case of
Impositions.
In the Case of Impositions (Bates' Case) (1606), 2 St, Tr. 371;
k, & L 48, John Bates refused to pay a duty on imported currants
imposed by the Crown on the ground that its imposition was con-
trary to the statute 45 Edw. 3> c, 4, which prohibited ig^to^Jitttion
without the consent of Parliament, The Court of Exchequer unani-
mously gave a decision in favour of the Crown, The King ooiW
impose what duties he pleased for the purpose of regulating trad^*
and the court could not go behind the King's statement that the duty
was in fact imposed for the regulation of trade*
CM* of
Ship Money,
In the Case of Ship Money (The King v, Hampderi) (1637), 3 St* T^
g25; K. & L. 50, John Hampden, Knight of the Shire of Bucking
hamshire, refused to pay ship money » a tax levied for the pwpose of *•
furnishing ships in time of national danger. Counsel for Hampdea
conceded that sometimes the existence of danger will justify taking
the subject's goods without his consent, but only in actual as Opposed
to threatened emergency. The Crown coaceded that the
could not be taxed in normal circmmstances without the
Aason, Law and Custom qftht G&wlitutton ($ttt e&rQwyer), Votf*

